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SPSU Engineering division upgraded to Engineering School
By Robert Barnard

January 9th 2012 the
division of Engineering was
officially upgraded to the
School of Engineering. In
an interview with Professor
Lance Crimm regarding the
upgrade, he said, “The School
of Engineering will have three
departments. The departments
are mechatronics and electrical
engineering, mechanical and
systems engineering and civil
and construction engineering.”
According to Crimm, there
will be little impact on the
students with the upgrade
from a division to the school
of engineering. Students will
benefit from having three
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senators on the faculty senate
as opposed to the one they
had in the past. The upgrade
to a school has the potential to
grow available staff by two new
professors in mechatronics
and electrical respectively.
The addition of a new
administrative assistant exists
as well.
“The upgrade to a school
of engineering gives SPSU
more prestige among the
other engineering schools in
the state and country,” said
Crimm. “It also could help
with ABET accreditation.”
Mechatronics could be
evaluated for ABET this fall,

followed by Electrical next fall.
The department of Electrical
Engineering may have its first
graduates this spring.
Professor
Crimm
has
been with the division of
Engineering and now the
school of Engineering for four
years and is the Department
Chair of the Mechatronics
and Electrical Engineering
department. The upgrade to the
School of Engineering brings
well deserved recognition to a
strong legacy of education and
respect within the engineering
field.
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Celebrating Black History month
By Anthony Jackson

86 years ago, Carter G. Woodson, one of the first scholars
to focus on African-American history, began what he called
“Negro History Week.” His goal was to set aside a period of time
where knowledge about Black people and their history could
be disseminated, with the hopes that Blacks could be seen as a
more integral and meaningful part of American history. He was
said to have hoped that “Negro History Week” would outlive its
usefulness. 50 years later, Black History Month arrives.
The month of February is dedicated to pushing the subject
of Black achievement in America through various curricula in
elementary, middle, high (public and private,) and secondary
schools all across the nation. While the month is generally seen
as a success for the advancement of Blacks, there is a great deal of
controversy surrounding it as well. It is the shortest month of the
year, there are no other months that celebrate individual races,
and it raises the question, “why must a race only be celebrated for
a month?” Those issues are all valid, but they don’t serve to take
away from the 28 days that highlight the merits of a people have
been accomplishing great things since the dawn of civilization.
It would take far more than four weeks to even begin to delve
into the role Blacks have played in American history. From the
slave labor that powered America’s economic rise, to the Blacks
that fought for America’s independence while they didn’t even
have their own, to the Blacks that fought for America’s unity
in the Civil War when they were still considered “three-fifths”
of a person, to the Blacks like Garrett Morgan and C.J Walker,
inventors and leaders, to the Blacks that fought in World Wars
for a country that didn’t even protect their rights, to the Blacks
that became internationally known for fighting their rights,
Black people have been as much a part of American history
as any other race. However, it is rare that any history book or
history class places any amount of emphasis on the roles that
Black people have played in the history of this country. The
typical names are mentioned: King, Malcolm X, Parks, Douglass,
and now Obama. However, those names don’t scratch the
surface. The Black Panthers played a pivotal role in pushing the
issue during the Civil Rights Era, yet you hear little about Huey
Newton, Angela Davis, and Stokely Carmichael, who is credited
with popularizing the phrase “Black power.”
That’s what Black History Month is really about, giving
unknown Black members of American history a chance to

Greek Life:
Defines us . . . or
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Life?

have their stories told, an opportunity to give greater detail to a
legacy that stands prideful, yet tarnished by disinformation. Do
architecture students know that a Black man, Kerrie Holley, cocreated Service-Oriented Modeling and Architecture (SOMA)?
How many people know that a Black man, Lonnie Johnson,
invented the Super Soaker? Is it discussed that a James Harris,
a Black man, co-discovered two elements on the Periodic Table?
Knowledge on fuel cells was greatly impacted by Sossina Haile;
she furthered the boundaries of that field while creating her own
specific type of fuel cell. Black History Month doesn’t purport
that these individuals are special because of their race; rather, it
aims to inspire other young individuals, Black and beyond, by
showing them that people of color have done phenomenal things,
and that they too can accomplish similarly notable achievements
if they work hard and push forward with a spirit as indomitable
as that of the individuals that fought for them to have the right to
pursue such accomplishments.
At its core, Black History Month is meant for people of all
races. Through learning of the myriad individuals that have done
great things despite the factors that were against them, people
may be inspired to go out and achieve success that they once
assumed wasn’t attainable for them. King’s Dream may have
inspired Obama, and it may very well inspire the next great
leader. For four weeks out of the year, we focus on the past to
educate the present and inspire the future. That is a day-to-day
focus in the Black community, and to see it adopted nationally is,
in itself, a microcosm of the nature of Black history in America:
underlying spirits of a culture that become a sweeping forces for
entertainment, innovation, change, and achievement.
Anthony is with SPSU’s Talented Tenth

It is Friday night, so
the members of different
fraternities and sororities in
the SPSU Greek system have
come together to visit several
houses within the SPSU
University Columns area.
There are parties, loud music,
laughing, yelling, party games
- and maybe, the occasional a
visit from the campus police.
Anyone looking on from the
outside may assume that this
scene is like any other “Frat”
party extravaganza from a
movie or television in general.
However, digging a little
deeper, you might find that
a society here that is like no
other. Different from what you
see as a typical “Frat” party,
the Greek scene at SPSU has
become an important part of
our education and lives.
“Hey man, I am a member
of a fraternity here on campus.
Would you be interested in
coming out this afternoon to
our recruitment event? We will
have free food, a slip ‘n slide
and it is going to be a good
time,” can be heard anywhere
on campus. “I don’t want to be
in a Fraternity,” is the sometime
response from a few freshmen.
They walk away thinking, “I
didn’t come to college for slip
‘n slides and music and parties

Continued on page 7
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Editorial

The Sting editorial staff

By Vicki Nix

As we get back into the swing for spring, the writers and staff
of The Sting are experiencing our own bit of new growth. We
move forward with the fertile ground nurtured by many of the
writers and staff that have served before us. Judy Garrard, our
previous editor, and Elizabeth Smith, our former copy editor, are
not with us this semester and they are now knee deep in the next
chapter of their lives.
Judy started writing for The Sting and very quickly became
the layout editor and then the editor-in-chief. She made a real
difference at the paper andwe look forward to her return when
her career allows for continued course work.
Elizabeth Smith (formerly Garner) started writing for The
Sting (when? Do we know?) and eagerly took on more and
more responsibility, making her mark on the newspaper.
Stepping back this semester, she resigned as copy editor to focus
on her courses in her final semester here at SPSU. We hope to see
articles from her as her course work allows.
Our goal is to continue to make The Sting the best university
newspaper around. We have a record number of submissions
for this edition and many new writers on board. It is exciting to
see the creativity and excitement from our writers and staff. We
are always looking for new talent - journalists, poets, cartoonists,
photographers, graphic designers and grammarians. All
students are welcome to attend our writer’s meetings: to share
ideas, propose articles, or volunteer to cover the many “beats”
for the next edition. More details can be found at www.spsu.
edu/thesting or after registering at orgsync.com, request to join
The Sting to be added to our email distribution list.

Þ

News around campus
Punkin Chunkin

Are you interested in helping The Society of Physics Students
win the national Punkin Chunkin competition in Delaware next
November? They need students from all backgrounds to compete.
If you are interested in a free vacation to beautiful Delaware in
late fall and interested in being on national television - contact
tryles@spsu.edu

ELS conversation partners

Would you like to make a friend from another country or
even help them with their conversational skills? Are you a
friendly person that is able to give an hour or two per week
talking with the ELS Language Centers students? If you are
interested, please come visit them in the Atrium building
(offices 172-175), call 678-915-4960, or email: atl@els.edu.

FAFSA

Reminder: The priority Deadline to complete the 2012-2013
FAFSA (or a renewal FAFSA) is March 1st. Please do your taxes
before you complete the 2012-2013 FAFSA application!

Intramural sports activity update

The Recreational and Wellness Center currently has team
and individual sign-ups going on for the intramural racquetball
tournament.
For any questions regarding intramural sports, contact
Brandon McClain, intramural coordinator, at bmclain@spsu.edu
or by calling 678-915-6811

The BATHTUB RACES are BACK!

The Bathtub Racing Association is looking for all interested
students to join. They are especially looking for two students
to fill the secretary and treasurer positions. Please contact the
President, Daniel Silver, at dsilver@spsu.edu if you are interested
in joining.
AIAS HUGE event - Open Mic Night - a clothing recycling
campaign - canned food drive - bake sale with free coffee - FEB
29th - New Design II building.
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The young entrepreneur’s dream
By: Ruth Morrison

Many dream of owning their
own business one day, but
being a young entrepreneur
can be very intimidating.
According the U.S Census
Bureau, less than 1 percent
of business owners are less
than 25 years old. Danielle
Hilderbrand is a local business
owner who defines this unique
1 percent by opening Pearls
Spa in Acworth, GA at 22 years
old.
Graduating from McEachern
High School where she studied
Cosmetology,
Business
and Accounting, Danielle
Hilderbrand completed her
education at North Metro
Technical College and obtained
her cosmetology license.
Danielle worked in the spa
industry for over seven years
before opening her own spa. “I
always knew I wanted to own
a salon,” Danielle said during
a recent interview. Her advice
to students who are interested
in owning a business one day
would be to, “Put yourself in
the industry that you want to
own a business in and work
in that industry at a manager
level for a large amount of
time.” Going from employee to
employer is a lot of work and it
doesn’t happen over-night.
Choosing a location for a
business is one of the most
important decisions to make.
Danielle opened Pearl’s Spa
in downtown Acworth in

the heart of the city. In 2010,
Acworth was the winner of
the All-American City Award
(AAC).
According the ACC, “To
win, each community must
demonstrate
innovation,
inclusiveness,
civic
engagement, and cross sector
collaboration by describing
successful efforts to address
pressing local challenges.”
Starting a business in a city,
which wins this type of award,
is a good start toward success.
Deciding the location for
a business can be difficult.
Danielle advises potential
entrepreneurs to join a local
business association where
you think you may want to
locate and begin networking.
Networking is vital for any
small businesses.
Pearl’s Spa was named after
Danielle’s Great Grandmother,
Pearl. “She helped raise me,”
Danielle explained. “She had a
huge influence on me growing
up.”
Pearl’s Spa is not the
average Day Spa. Along with
traditional services such as
massages facials, manicures
and pedicures, Pearl’s offers
a host of innovative services
such as permanent makeup,
injectable treatments, skin
tightening, body contouring
and microdermabrasion.
“We customize every service
for every client based on their

skin type and their needs. No
two services are ever the same,”
Danielle said.
Boutique
Dermalogica
Skin Care products, Jane
Iredale makeup and countless
handmade bath products and
jewelry made in the United
States are displayed for
purchase.
Any of the services, products
and
handmade
jewelry
available at Pearl’s Spa would
make a perfect gift for your
special someone.
Danielle
is offering all SPSU Students
and Faculty a special discount!
Bring a copy of this article to
Pearl’s Spa to receive a free
eyebrow wax or $25 off any
service of $50 or more.

Pearl’s Spa is located at:
4827 South Main Street
Acworth, GA 30101
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Rotaract now at
SPSU
By Kireeti Vaggu

Rotaract Club, a Rotarysponsored service club for
young men and women ages
18 to 30 is in the process of
getting established on the
SPSU campus. Rotaract clubs
can be either community
or university based and are
sponsored by a local Rotary
club to make them true
“partners in service” and key
members of the family of
Rotary. Members have access
to the many resources of
Rotary International (RI) and
The Rotary Foundation which
provides the administrative
support that helps Rotaract

•
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Resident assistants rock the roll call

Goals of Rotaract Club

Develop professional and leadership skills
Emphasize respect for the rights of others, based
on recognition of the worth of each individual
Recognize the dignity and value of all useful
occupations as opportunities to serve
Recognize, practice, and promote ethical
standards as leadership qualities and vocational
responsibilities
Develop knowledge and understanding of the
needs, problems, and opportunities in the
community and worldwide
Provide opportunities for personal and group
activities to serve the community and promote
international understanding and goodwill toward
all people

clubs thrive. The organizing
of this club is to teach the
tools and skills necessary
to
develop
responsible,
productive
members
of
society. Rotaract club focus on
the future by challenging the
new generations to test their
talents, develop new skills,
and confront issues they will
face in their lifetime. Making
this club more powerful will
require students who can
actively participate in the club
activities. The interests of the
club members will determine
the variety of projects and
activities the club will organize.

The present board members
of Rotaract club are Shereida
Austin,
Kireeti
Vaggu,
Katarina Sandberg “Kinga
Gruszecka, Isai Catrejon,
Dheeraj Gangapuram. They
are looking any and all students
that would like to participate in
the club activities on campus
to join and represent SPSU on
campus and in the community.
Interested students wanting
to join the club or get more
information should email any
of the members using zimbra
webmail or join our club page
on facebook - Rotaract SPSU.

Preparing for Roll Call at the Georgia Resident Assistant
Saturday Seminar (G.R.A.S.S.) this year at South Georgia College
is one of the most exciting parts of the conference outside of
preparing for the conference presentations. The Director of
Housing and Residence Life, Chris Bruno rallied Southern
Poly's RAs to start their mission to win first place for roll call.
The committee was formed and the plan for the best roll of the
state was formed and executed.
The crowd goes crazy and the SPSU Resident Assistants
represent – HUGE! Check it out on the SPSUResLife channel
at Youtube.com.

AΞ∆

Sister Spotlight

Last semester, Alpha Xi Delta had the chance of adding eight
wonderful new girls to our family. This semester, we have the
honor of adding a new addition to our family, Suzanne Le.
From her lovely smile to her bubbly personality to even her
awesome singing and dancing skills, Suzanne brings nothing
but amaXIng to Alpha Xi Delta. She’s always there for any
sister in need from giving them a car ride to being a shoulder
to lean on and that’s why we love her. But we already know
enough about this fabulous girl. How about you get to know
her in our AΞ∆ Sister Spotlight.
			
-Brittany Boatwright

Join
The Sting
Staff

Without Warning

By Travis Wood
I would rather have my friend die in an explosion,
rather than to see them succumb to cancer.
I would rather my friend die from a bullet through
the brain than to die from bleeding out.
I would rather lose my friend to a fiery confrontation
of disagreeing words,
Never to see or reconcile with them again,
Rather them to slowly vanish overtime,
Becoming a different person,
One I have nothing in common with.
Instead, the different person, the Imposter,
Masquerades around, wearing my lost friend’s face.

by Daniel R. Silver

•
•
•
•

Writers
Graphic artists
Cartoonists
Photographers

Get paid

$
contact:
sting@spsu.edu

Hometown:
Mobile, Alabama

Suzanne Le

Birthday:
August 1st
Major:
Undecided
Year:
Freshman
Hobbies:
Singing, Dancing, and being goofy with my sisters.
Favorite Color:
Aquamarine
Favorite TV Shows:
Anything on ABC family and Charmed!
Favorite Food: Baked Ziti
Favorite Type of Music: Any type
Fun Fact About Me: I love to play sports with guys!
Why SPSU? : The convenience of being close to home to
be able to help my mother with my siblings.
Favorite Thing about Greek Life/Alpha Xi Delta: There is
never a dull moment and since I’m not a dull person it’s
fits me.
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Seeing Double: A twin’s guide to twins
By Amanda Blanton

In 1 to 1.2% of pregnancies,
magic happens. This tiny
percentage can bring double
the diapers, double the
birthdays, double the college
tuitions, and of course, double
the love. Twins are a unique
medical situation where two
babies are born in the same
birth process. I have a twin
brother and I had a very
interesting, unique, special
upbringing. Let’s take a look
into the difference between
fraternal and identical twins,
compare boy/boy, girl/girl,
and boy/girl twins, talk
common myths and give
some fun facts about twins,
all from a twin’s point of view.
Types of Twins - Contrary
to popular belief, twins occur
in many varieties, shapes and
sizes such as fraternal girls,
identical boys, fraternal boy/

girl, and identical boy/boy or
girl/girl. Each set is unique in
their own way and have different relationships, personalities, and experiences. My
conversation among twins will
give you a glimpse into the reality of being a twin.
Identical vs. Fraternal
- There are two different
types of twins: monozygotic
and
dizygotic;
identical
and fraternal. Looking at
them from a technical stand
point and according to Twin
Pregnancy
and
Beyond,
“Identical twins (monozygotic)
occur when a single egg,
fertilized by a single sperm,
splits into two identical halves.
Two separate babies with
identical DNA are formed.
Identical twins are always
the same sex and blood type.
Fraternal twins (dizygotic)

The Lighthouse Creeper
By Randy Brown, Jr.

Many boats sailed away into
the fog of Tressel Bay, but only
a few returned at the end of
day. Weeks had passed without word of the missing. Floating random parts of boats and
ships would return to shore in
the dark, evidence of foul play.
The people of Tresselton pondered about who would behave in such a mood.
Captain Carnegie, a 20 year
veteran of the seas, knew better. Carnegie would patrol the
bay’s docks every night looking
for anything that could provide him with an explanation.
His boots knocking against the
dock’s frail wood made eerie
shrieking sounds, as if someone cried in pain from below.
The
captain
suspected
Corbin Poe, the Tressel Bay
Lighthouse Watcher, of being
involved. After all, the people
of Tresselton had not seen Poe
in the weeks following the incidents. Night after night Captain Carnegie would watch as
the lamp from the lighthouse
window would flicker frantically on and off. On days that
boats sailed the bay waters
were when lamps were the
most heavily active. On days
where boats stayed ashore the
lamp was nonexistent, not visible.
‘Strange’ thought the captain. Never calling Poe by
name, he spoke of the Watcher
throughout Tresselton as the
Lighthouse Creeper. The name
sent chills through the spines

of listeners at the local pubs
and bars.
The people of Tresselton became agitated with the local
police for not bringing in the
watcher. The longer Poe stayed
out at sea, the more boats
and those that occupied them
would come up missing.
It had been five weeks since
the first incident when the
town’s people decided to take
matters into their own hands,
gathering every willing man
that they could find throughout the land. Led by Captain
Carnegie, the men of Tresselton lit fire to torches and
headed for the docks. Nothing
could stop the angry mob, not
even a few cops.
“Return him by the head
so that we know he’s dead!”
chanted the men, pumping
their fist into the air.
They settled out on their
journey, to a place that law enforcement would not dare. The
captain led the charge into the
thick mist ahead. One by one
the entourage of boats disappeared. The men would call
out into the darkness but unable to see much of what was
around them. The number of
boats dropped from twenty to
ten to two. Carnegie’s boat and
the one next to him were all
that remained. All was unclear
around them until it began to
rain.
The downpour separated the
curtain of fog in front of them.
As Carnegie looked to his side

occur when two separate eggs
are fertilized by two separate
sperms. Two separate babies
with no more in common
than siblings born at different
times from the same womb are
formed. Fraternal twins can
be the same sex and/or blood
type. Two thirds of twins are
fraternal.”
Boy/Boy - One of my
friends, Jeffery, has an identical
twin brother, Michael. I asked
him some questions about the
differences between him and
his brother. All twins get along
differently and the relationship
can change throughout the
years.
“We argued a lot and we
still do,” Jeffery said, “but we
are somewhat closer since we
don’t live together.” Jeffery
and his twin go to different
colleges. When I asked how
he felt about going to Georgia
Tech and his brother attending
the University of Georgia, a
rival school, he said with a
chuckle: “It is less annoying
than having him at Tech.”
Girl/Girl - Another friend,
Mallory, has a fraternal twin
sister, Blayne. These girls have
a stereotypical twin type of
relationship. They go to the

same school, have the same
major, and even take the same
classes (with similar GPAs).
Mothers of twins often like
to dress their kids the same
and in response to a question
about this Mallory said, “We
wore matching clothes when
we were little. My mom would
dress me in warm colors and
Blayne in cool colors to help
tell us apart. Now that we’re
older, my favorite color is pink
and Blayne’s is blue.”
Boy/Girl - I have a twin
brother, which automatically
makes us fraternal twins. One
of the most annoying yet funny
questions I get asked after
telling someone I have a twin
brother is: “are you identical
or fraternal?” A boy and a girl
can’t be physically identical for
obvious reasons and I usually
get a kick out of explaining this
to people. My twin brother
is named Michael, after his
father, and he is studying
Nuclear and Radiological
Engineering. One of the most
apparent differences between
us is our academic strength.
He is quick to say, “I am a lot
better at math and science
than she is.” I am more liberal
arts, English, and creative in

general, but we both excel in
our respective fields. Michael is
much like Jeffery when he says,
“We were never close growing
up, but now we get along since
we see each other less.”
Myth Busting - Since twins
are such a rare occurrence,
people like to blame situations,
circumstances, and other crazy
ideas to say why twins happen
or don’t happen. Next time
someone tells you that you
can’t have twins because your
mom is a twin, prove them
wrong with these facts.
“Twins Skips a Generation”
One of my dreams is to have
twins of my own one day.
When I share this with people
I often get the response that
they skip a generation. That
is not necessarily true. “The
Claim: Twins Always Skip a
Generation” is a great article
that breaks down this myth.
“The notion that twins always
skip a generation is also a myth.
The illusion may have arisen
because men who inherit the
gene from their mothers are
unaffected by it (they do not
ovulate), but can still pass it
on to their daughters, who, in
turn, will have an increased
likelihood
of
conceiving

he realized there was no boat
next to him. However, ahead
his destination was in sight.
The murky brown cobblestone
lighthouse dominated the
night. Its light flickered fanatically as if the lamp was acting
on its own, full of life.
That is when Carnegie realized that something was not
right. The lamp went out, no
light in sight. Then, a huge wave
that crashed against his boat
came. The captain was thrown
into the water. Carnegie gave
orders to his shipmates while
swimming towards shore. On
land he accessed the damage,
only two men left out of twelve
and a sea full of carnage.
The three men marched, in
anger, onto the swirling staircase ahead. Not wanting to arrest Poe, but to bring back his
head. It was the least they could
do as justice for the dead.
The men reached the final steps before the Watcher’s
door. Carnegie insisted on going first. It was not answers he
wanted, it was Poe’s blood in
which he thirst. He knocked
three times and then followed
with a bang.
Poe answered the door, stuttering “you rang?” The captain
forced his way in, but Poe put
up a fight. “You can’t kill me if
you want to live through the
night!”
Captain Carnegie and his
men tied up the Watcher,
while pondering their next
move. Poe’s message lingered
on, nudging at any ear that was
fortunate enough to hear. “We
have to leave now before it’s

too late. You’ll need my direction. I’ll make a good mate.”
The captain ransacked
the room, looking for clues.
There was one thing under
the Watcher’s mess that caught
Carnegie’s eye. An open bible
with a scripture highlighted
in red. The captain sat on a
nearby stool and from there he
read.
“Go, post a lookout and have
him report what he sees,” Captain Carnegie said.
The Watcher was beside
himself, shaking in fear for
what he, but not his captives,
could hear. The captain spoke
loud, spitting with the pronouncing of every T. “Answer
me now Creeper! Tell me what
you see!”
“I see the eyes of a creature
looking at me.”
The captain grew angrier
and rightfully so. He and his
men were obvious to what they
did not know. “I said, answer
me now Creeper! Tell me what
you see!”
The Creeper could not move
from the chair but resounded
as though he were not bounded. “I see the eyes of a creature
looking at me!”
“Nonsense!” shouted the
men as they rushed the Watcher downstairs. The weather
outside had become unfair.
Rain and boisterous waves
tackled the shore’s sand, creating padded textures of clay.
“We must turn back, it’s far
too late!” shouted Poe.
But the captain did not listen, he was very direct. Forcing
the prisoner onto his own boat

– the only remaining boat.
Little by little they inched further out into the water. Within
moments the bay was calmer.
The boat began to rock as if
something were racing against
it from below. The men stood
to their feet. In the blink of an
eye the group of four became
three, then two.
The captain’s men vanished
before he ever knew. In the
chaos of it all Poe sat still and
reserved, smiling as if the men
had gotten what they deserved.
Carnegie turned back to the
Watcher and begged him to
stop.
“How could I-I do such
things while restrained by
these locks?”
Dazed and confused, Captain Carnegie screamed to the
top of his lungs. Poe ordered
for him to run, but where? The
fog had returned and the men’s
current location - unclear.
Corbin Poe closed his eyes
and began talking to himself.
“I’ve given you what you wanted, now leave me my health.”
Poe opened his eyes and to his
relief, Captain Carnegie was
gone without making a peep.
For weeks the flickering of
Poe’s lighthouse lamp was a
call for sailors to stay away.
Stay away from the deadly sea
creature that crept beneath
Tressel Bay. Poe promised the
creature the blood of others
in return for his freedom. Poe
knew that mankind’s need for
a scapegoat would lead them
to him. And so the Lighthouse
Creeper returned to Tresselton
without ever having to swim.
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Braves calculating strategy for a new season
By Zach Duncan

No Braves fan has forgotten
how last season ended. The
Atlanta Braves entered the final month of the season 8 ½
games ahead of the rest of the
NL Wildcard competition,
and finished the season without making the playoffs at all.
It is one of the worst collapses
in baseball history. That puts
a lot of emphasis on this new
season. Surely, everyone on
the team and in the front office wants to start this season
off with a bang, and “erase” the
memories of last season. Judging by the Braves’ schedule for
April, it should not be hard
for the Braves to get off to a
good start. Our series match-

ups are as follows: Mets, Astros, Brewers, Diamondbacks,
Dodgers, and Pirates. Our
stiffest competition will be the
Milwaukee Brewers followed
by the Arizona Diamondbacks. Both teams made it to
the playoffs last season. The
Braves should be able to handle rest of the teams quite easily. The Dodgers finished with
a record just over .500, and
the other three teams failed to
do that. The Mets' final winning percentage was .475, the
Pirates' percentage was .444,
and the Astros were the worst
team in the MLB with a winning percentage of .346 - not
to mention that the Astros are

now missing Michael Bourn
and Hunter Pence, which were
two of their best players that
they traded away at the deadline last season. Hopefully
the Braves will be able to take
advantage of their schedule in
April and start the season off
with some momentum.
The Braves offseason activity
has been interesting because,
the fact is, there hasn't been
any. Most people would think
that the Braves would need to
go out and get some big named
players after last season's collapse, but that’s not true at
all. To be honest I have been
a little bored by the Braves offseason activity, but now I realize that might be the best for
the team. I honestly believe
that last year's ending was a

bit of fluke that was caused
by too many players getting
in a slump at once, and some
injuries. Overall, we have one
of the best teams in the MLB,
and to mess that up because
we felt like we needed to make
moves would be a shame.
This is seems to be exactly the
strategy that the front office
has taken. They have tossed
around the idea of making
some big trades, but they said
they would only make trades if
it made the team better. Sure,
there are holes that the Braves
need fill on their team with
biggest concern being our lack
of outfield power. Some think
it is better that they are holding off on it this season. Hopefully, Heyward and Prado can
have come back seasons, and

Bourn can continue doing
what he did last season. If not,
trades can still be made until
July 31. Waiting might just
give the Braves an advantage
in the free-agent market next
year. Josh Hamilton, B.J. Upton, Nick Swisher, and Carlos
Quentin will all be free-agents
after this season. There are
reports that the Braves will be
financially able to chase after
one of these big named freeagents next season. Lack of
off-season activity might just
save the Braves a little money.
To all the Braves fans out
there, put forget about last
year, don’t worry about the
lack of offseason activity, and
hope that the Braves can take
control of the new season in
April.

Rugby: One of America’s fastest growing sports
By Amanda Blanton

Rucks, line-outs, hookers, scrums, props, mauls, and trys. These are some common
terms used by the over 1 million Americans who play rugby today. William Webb
Ellis invented the sport in 1823 at the co-educational day and boarding school, Rugby
School, in Rugby, Warwickshire, England. According to SportsNetworker.com, rugby
is America’s fasted growing team sport behind softball and ice hockey. Rugby Sevens
(a shortened, 7-a-side version) is also commonly played and will be one of the newest
sports in the 2016 Summer Olympics in Rio de Janeiro.Rugby has both the fast-paced
ness and endurance of soccer, with the tackling of American football. The object of
the game is to get the ball across the try line, or end zone, by passing, running, and
kicking the ball. This high-contact sport is most commonly played with two teams
of 15 players on a field no larger than 70x100 meters. There are two main position
category groups: forwards (8 players) and backs (7 players). Forwards are generally
known for their strength and size while backs have speed and exceptional ballhandling skills. All 15 positions have a specific name and the players’ jersey numbers
correspond with their position. Rugby is a style of American football and many clubs
and teams include the word “football” in their name (Example: The New Orleans

Rugby Football Club). But there are some major differences between the two.
One of the most obvious rules is that in rugby, you cannot throw the ball forward.
Rugby players, or ruggers, must throw the ball laterally or backward. Another
difference is that you can kick the ball at any time during a match to gain yards.
Also, there are no stops and starts in play, just constant action. Football has so
much empty down time between the multiple time-outs, downs, and quarters.
Rugby has two, 40-minute halves and the play only stops on some penalties, if
the ball goes out of bounds, or if there is an injury. If a ball carrier gets tackled, a
ruck forms and both teams have a chance to gain possession. There is a not an
offense or defense that only has to be on the field half the time like in football;
All 15 players have to commit to at least 40 minutes of non-stop tackling,
running, and passing. The only protection allowed is a mouth guard. Needless
to say, rugby is an extremely rough sport. Ruggers often joke that “football is for
boys and rugby is for men”. There are no helmets or pads of any kind allowed
in this hard-hitting sport. Rugby tacklers have just as big of a chance to get hurt
as the person being tackled and multiple injures occur. It is not uncommon
to see an ambulance parked at high school, college, and professional matches.
Some of the most common rugby injuries include fractured bones, dislocated
fingers, facial fractures, sprained ligaments, and concussions. Did I mention
that women play rugby too? They follow the exact same rules and regulations as
men. (stWant to check out a live rugby match? There are multiple rugby teams
within 30 minutes of SPSU that have scheduled matches this spring! Atlanta Old
White RFC, Atlanta Bucks RFC, and Atlanta Renegades RFC are all men’s teams
who are gearing up for the spring season. The Atlanta Harlequins are currently
the #3 Women’s Division 1 club in the country. In the mood for college rugby?
Georgia Tech has both men’s and women’s rugby and Georgia State University
has a brand new men’s team as well. Southern Poly’s neighbors, Life University,
also have an impressive team. The Running Eagles are this year’s Men’s College
Sevens National Champions. Take advantage of the many talented teams nearby
and go to a fast-paced, exciting, and intense rugby match. You will not regret it!

No Horford - No problem
By: Randy Brown Jr.

January 11, 2012 Atlanta
Hawks fans feared the worst, that
their two-time all-star forward
would be lost for the season. That
Wednesday night game against
the Indiana Pacers left Al Horford
down with a torn left pectoral
muscle. Not only is Horford
one of the top rebounders for
the Hawks, he is also the team’s
physical presence inside the paint.
It could be the perfect storm;
the Hawks lose one of their allstars and would inevitably fall
to the bottom of the eastern
conference.
What have the Hawks done
instead? Win, and in a big way. In
the first 10 games since Horford’s
injury the Atlanta Hawks have
won eight. Of those 10 games
five were on the road. Their
physical presence hasn’t been
an issue. Against the Minnesota
Timberwolves and Portland

Men’s Basketball Schedule
Trailblazers, both of which
have perennial rebounders,
the Hawks had their way out
rebounding both teams: 51-40
and 47-41 respectively.
Instead
of
Horford’s
teammates putting their heads
down after his injury they
stepped up. Josh Smith, Zaza
Pachulia, and rookie forward
Ivan Johnson helped plug in
the holes left by their fellow
frontcourt mate.
At the end of January, the
Hawks are one game behind
the red hot Miami Heat in their
division and are in the number
4 spot on the eastern conference
standings board. Horford is
expected to be out for 3-4
months, but if the Atlanta Hawks
continue to play this way inside
his return will not be rushed.
A strong recovery for the team
- a strong recovery for Horford.

Date and time
February 23rd – 8pm

Location
Away – Mt. Vernon, GA

Opponent
Brewton Parker*

February 25th – 4pm

Home – Marietta, GA

Emmanuel

March 1st – 3rd TBD

Away – The Forum
Rome, GA

SSAC Conference
Tournament

March 15th – 20th TBD Away – Kansas City, MO
* SSAC games

NAIA National
Tournament			
		

Women’s Basketball Schedule
Date and time
February 23rd – 8pm

Location
Away – Mt. Vernon, GA

Opponent
Brewton Parker*

February 25th – 4pm

Home – Marietta, GA

Emmanuel

Intramural Sporting Events

Activity		Entry Period				Activity Begins
Soccer		
February 8th - 24th			
March 1st
Sofball		
February 15th -March 15th		
March 19th
VolleyBall		
March 15th - April 2nd		
April 4th
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Meet the Talented Tenth
By Anthony Jackson

At the heart of many
major movements in history,
especially those concerning
human rights, there are
groups of people, coalitions
of
individuals
working
together to achieve a goal.
One example would be the
National Association for the
Advancement of Colored
People, the NAACP. From its
inception, the NAACP fought
tirelessly for the rights of not
only Blacks, but of all “colored”
people. One of its most vocal
members, W.E.B. Du Bois, had
an especially interesting view
about a coalition of individuals
working together to achieve a
goal.
Du Bois spoke of a Talented
Tenth, referencing his beliefs

that only one out of every ten
Black males would rise to a
position of power. Though
he did not coin the phrase,
it became one of the most
important pieces of his legacy.
He felt that it was important
that these young black men
come together and learn
all they could, specifically
focusing on “intelligence,
broad sympathy, knowledge
of the world that was and is,
and of the relation of men to
it.” Du Bois felt that a group of
intelligent, classically educated
men could hold their own in
the world, given their ability to
affect social change.
As of 2011, young men such
as Julian Leonard and Ben
Hamler are bringing Du Bois’

ideas to fruition on the SPSU
campus.
Members of the
Talented Tenth organization
are a part of a group working
toward a common goal
of excellence; living for a
purpose and betterment.
The young men in this group
are committed to positively
impacting the lives of everyone
in the world around them.
They are all aware of the power
of numbers, and understand
that together, they can all push
each other and achieve more
than they could individually.
Taking a page out of Du Bois’
thoughts, the young men often
get together to simply discuss
what’s going on in the world.
In gaining a perspective on the
world around them, they are

able to better react to what
is happening, prepare for the
future, and assist others in
gaining an understanding.
Social consciousness is on
the same level as education
and service in this group. In
doing community service
work such as lending a
hand at the St. Francis soup
kitchen in Atlanta, the
Talented Tenth not only gives
back to the community but
takes a firsthand look at what
awareness and service can do.
Without the soup kitchen,
many of the homeless people
in the city would have even
less opportunities for a
warm meal. Moreover, the
members of the organization
understand that taking a few
hours out of their lives to help
those with needs is a matter
of social responsibility not
only as men, but as human
beings. The Talented Tenth
seeks to be a positive force for
young men, an organization
that breeds leaders by honing
the qualities necessary to be
exceptional. Focus, drive,
compassion,
knowledge,
and more are all facets that
the Talented Tenth seek
out and enhance through
a commitment to making
its members better human

beings. As a group, they all
believe in each other and the
messages that they convey.
As the group grows, so will
the impact and the influence,
which harkens back to the
message of Du Bois: “Men we
shall have only as we make
manhood the object of the
work of the schools…on this
foundation we may build
bread winning, skill of hand
and quickness of brain, with
never a fear lest the child and
man mistake the means of
living for the object of life.”
These young men are definitely
building a foundation that will
last them a lifetime, one that
other young men will be able
to build off of as well.

Within the team, they have
three sub-teams: Control
Systems, Electronics, and
Structures.
The Control
Systems team is often also
commonly referred to as the
Software team. Their focus is
on designing a control system
and developing algorithms
for high level processing
and programming of the
competition quadcopter. The
electronics team is in charge
of creating a sensor system
for the quadcopter and also
lends a hand in programming
micro-controllers.
As for
the Structures team, they
work to design and build the
structure of the quadcopter
with solid works and hands on
craftsmanship.
Adding to their team,
this semester they have
created a fourth sub-team:

Aerospace. The Aerospace
division is the hobby side of
the team and does not focus
on the construction of the
quadcopter. Their main focal
point is for those interested
in flying, fixing, building, and
creating new radio controlled
aircraft.
Overall,
through
this
team, the members will
gain practical engineering
design knowledge, real-world
experience, and skills that
will enable them to excel later
in life. Learn more about
the Aerial Robotics Team by
attending their meetings. Their
meetings are Tuesdays and
Fridays at 4 p.m. in room 105
of the competition building
(building ‘O’ behind the Civil
Engineering building.) For
more
information
email
mbutts@spsu.edu.

Continued from page 1 (front page)

Greek Life

and alcohol.” Fast forward three weeks later; the same freshman
who didn’t come to college for a party is procrastinating in his
room playing video games, and complaining about how boring
the campus dormitories are. If only that freshman had accepted
a fraternity man’s offer – his future might have been different.
Let’s imagine that the freshman accepted an invitation to join
a fraternity. He would realize how much work the members
put into these organizations. He would see how much time the
Greeks spend on campus and in the community - fundraising
and doing community service. He would realize the advantage
of having a supportive brotherhood around to help him achieve
the academic standard required of the Greeks - higher than the
general SPSU population. Last, but certainly not least, he would
have an experience of a lifetime – brotherhood from what once
were mere strangers.
Members of the Greek community understand how most
people view us. Fraternities of the 70’s and 80’s, along with the
help of Hollywood have given us a very bad name. We are not
the drunken, alcohol soaked ogre’s you may picture when you
hear the word, “Fraternity”. On this campus and across the
nation, members of fraternities and sororities hold themselves
to a higher standard. We play hard, party hard, but study harder,
work harder and serve faithfully.
Each Greek organization on the SPSU campus has a policy
with a mandatory GPA and a minimum required amount of
study time per week. They have mandatory community service
hours and minimum philanthropic participation requirements
each semester. All of these organizations answer to their
national organizational governing bodies and SPSU. The Greek
organizations must meet the standards set forth by their national
organization and the SPSU Greek council to remain associated
with the students on the SPSU campus. Each Greek organization
follows their own specific and esoteric set of rituals that were
started by individuals who formed their founding organizations.
The founders sought and desired to create a foundation for
personal development and advancement. A vision to take the
college student of today and allow him/her to go above and
beyond anything they’ve ever dreamed.
Learn to look beyond the Hollywood stereo-type and get to
know the people on campus that we call “Greek.” Understand
what they are about and why they exist.Form your own opinion.
Getting to know the Greek community may just help you find
yourself defining the SPSU Greek community.

Competition Team
The
Aerial
Robotics
Competition Team is a group
of international, volunteer,
undergraduate students that
have an interest in autonomous
aerial robotics. The team’s main
goal is to design, prototype,
and compete with a student
aerial platform for AUVSI’s
International Aerial Robotics
Competition by building an
autonomous
quadcopter.
They are making a quadcopter
capable of sneaking past an
alarm system so it can make
its way through a maze of
obstacles and replace a thumb
drive all in less than 10 minutes.
This is only a few of the many
exciting tasks and skills our
quadcopter is required to do,
and they are designing it all
from the bottom up with the
team members’ own ideas and
designs.

Sports
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B-boying Fever
By Sana Yasmeen

How
many
American
dance forms can you think
of that were created more
than three decades ago and
continue to thrive to this day?
Not many? One such true
American art form- B-boying
(or breakdancing, as you may
know it) is a popular street
dance that originated in the
1970’s in the Bronx, New York.
It incorporates detailed body
movements,
coordination,
style, and aesthetics performed
by those referred to as b-boys
or b-girls. Historically, when a
potential fight arose between
opposing gangs, they would
choose to battle dance-wise
instead. The winning side
would gain more respect,
control over territory, or
simply the satisfaction that
their gang was better than
the opposing one. This led to
the creation of the modern
crew (groups of dancers who
practice and perform routines
together) and to this day, b-boy
crews continue to dedicate
several hours to their dancing
while creating more complex
moves, bettering their form,
and increasing their speed.
Responding to campus
demand, a new breaking
class was formed at the SPSU
campus Recreation Center.
According to Joal Bioc
(B-Boy Soy) Lam Bui (B-Boy
Light) from Intrepid Crew,
and Michael Davis (B-Boy
Platypus), current students
at SPSU, developed their own
variations of this oldest known
hip-hop style of dance for their
trio. Our interview learned
more about the background of
the dance and the student.
How did you learn? Did
someone teach you or were
you self-taught?
Joal: “When my uncle was
teaching me how to pop, he
did a windmill. Back then I
didn’t know what it was, but in
my mind, I called it Freaking
Awesome. I switched from
popping to b-boying and
learned the basic fundamentals
from my uncle.”

Lam: “In the beginning, I
learned from YouTube. Mr.
Nelson, a high school teacher
and the “father” of Intrepid
crew, taught us how to dance
better. I’ll always be thankful
to him.”
How do you think you have
grown as a b-boy?
Joal: “I’m still learning what
this art is. Every b-boy is, no
matter how long they’ve been
breaking for. The more I learn
about its history and culture,
the more I feel proud to be
a part of something so big.
Currently, I’m trying to find
my own style which portrays
me.”
Michael: “It's been a difficult
battle to find time and
motivation to practice new
moves. I have learned a lot
though from watching battles
and listening to a variety of
break beats.”
Why do you break?
Lam: “Honestly, I started
because I thought it looked
cool. Eventually, I got to
know what being a b-boy
means. B-boying isn’t about
doing all the big moves- it is
about feeling the music and
understanding the dance. We
see no difference amongst
each other. It doesn’t matter
where you come from or what
religion you are. We help each
other succeed; that’s what
made me fall in love with it.”
How do you think breaking
has changed over time?
Michael: “B-boying has
gotten a lot more acrobatic
over time. When it first
started, some good top rock
and footwork was all anyone
needed in order to be a good
b-boy in the eyes of the public.
That's all one really needs to be
a good b-boy. Very few people
really understand that, with
the exception of true b-boys.
Now, to the public, if you can't
do any flips or power moves
then you're not a good b-boy.”
Do you feel that breaking
has influenced your view on
life? If so, how?
Joal: “It completely changed

me. I have gained respect,
character, and confidence. I’m
a very shy person, but when
I start hearing music, it’s an
escape.”
Lam: “Breaking opened
a whole new door for me. I
could meet people that have
the same passion as me, and
thus I became more social,
more active, and enjoyed life
more in general.”
How have you developed
your personal sense of style?
Joal: “Like every other b-boy,
I started off copying the one
who taught me. Nonetheless,
my uncle always told me to
make the dance my own,
otherwise it’s called ‘biting’.
I try to make people laugh a
lot and am a bit goofy myself.
That’s how my dance is.”
Lam: “I got my own style
through inspiration from
several YouTube b-boys, my
teacher Mr. Nelson, my crew,
and by just doing what I love.”
What b-boy has had the
greatest influence on you?
Why?
Joal: “The greatest influences
to me are my friends from
Intrepid crew. They help me
develop not just as a b-boy, but
as an individual.”
Lam: “I look up to Hong10
the most. I admire his style
because he is well rounded.
Also, many thanks to Mr.
Nelson for teaching me what
style really means.”
Michael: “B-boy Noodle
from the Korean b-boy crew
the Gamblerz has had the
most influence on me. He's got
a really good mix of style and
power. I would hope to be as
well rounded as him one day.”
How do you train? With
who?
Joal: “I usually train with
my crew, but nowadays I’ve
been training with Lam, Sana
(B-Girl Yazi), and a couple
others at the Recreation Center
or Student Center.”
Michael:
“I'm
always
listening to break beats.
Knowing the music is just as
important as knowing the
moves. I train when I have
time with other b-boys, the
others you are interviewing,
but with two part time jobs
and a full time school schedule
it's difficult to find time to
meet up.”
Advice for new b-boys or
b-girls?
Joal: “Just be yourself.
Be you. Educate yourself
to this new culture and the
terminology. Attend jams and
battles for inspiration. Keep
moving forward no matter
how tough something is.
Express who you are through
dance itself. Foundation is the
key to creativity, so get your
basics rights. Train hard, but
train smart. Lastly, always have
fun in what you do.”

SPSU Men’s Running Hornets on a Roll

By Robert Barnard

Starting off their season
last fall with two consecutive
losses, the Hornets began
with close preseason loss to
Georgia State, and a loss to
Southeastern University for
the season opener. Since that
time they have rallied to tally
21 wins with only four losses.
This record of 21 - 4 in the
conference has put the Men’s
Running Hornet basketball

team in the number four spot
on the NAIA coach’s poll. The
NAIA has the Hornet’s ranked
number one in steals per
game at 15.52. Bobby Smith is
ranked number seven in NAIA
division one with 3.08 steals per
game and a total of 77 steals.
The running Hornet’s offense
is led by Bobby Smith with
an average of 14.72 points per
game. Trey Payne and Ashton
Pitts are averaging close to 10
points per game as well. Our
Men’s team is coached by Head
coach Tommy Dillon. Let’s get
out to the games and cheer our
running Hornet’s to victory as
they continue their season.

Men’s Baseball
DH-Double Header
*SSAC game

Date		

2/24 1pm
2/25 12pmDH
3/2/ 7pm
3/3
1pmDH
3/9
1pm
3/10 12pm DH
3/13 1pm DH
3/16 6pm (CST)
3/17 12pm (CST) DH
3/20 1pm DH

Opponent		

Location

William Carey*
H-Marietta, GA
William Carey*
H-Marietta, GA
Brewton Parker*
A-Vidalia, GA
Brewton Parker*
A-Vidalia, GA
Southern Wesleyan* H-Marietta, GA
Southern Wesleyan* H-Marietta, GA
TennesseeTemple H-Marietta, GA
Springhill College* A-Mobile, AL
Springhill College* A-Mobile, AL
Union College (TN) H-Marietta, GA

Utilizing the element of life…

SPSU
SWIM
By Catherine Reece
The SPSU Hornet Swim Team is looking forward to continuing
their progression as a swim team as they grow by leaps and
bounds. This past fall, the team competed at three meets, leading
the Hornets to a 3rd place finish at the University of Miami, along
with respectable finishes at both UGA and Georgia Southern.
Each swimmer continues to progress and get better times in the
pool with each passing meet.
This semester has shown great progress for the Swim Team.
Hornet swimming has grown from an average of 4-5 swimmers
to a consistent 20+ swimmers each practice. Since the beginning
of the semester, the girls’ team has doubled in size! Practices cater
to all abilities of swimmers and their skill level. Swimmers are
broken into groups, which then focus on individual technique
and mechanics in order to help improve each swimmer’s time in
their respected swimming event.
The Spring 2012 swim season holds plenty of opportunities for
SPSU swimming to dominate all over the Southeast. With meets
at UNC Greensboro, UGA, and a training trip planned at the
International Swimming Hall of Fame in Ft. Lauderdale in midMarch, the team is excited to compete and set records. The team
also plans to participate in the 2012 East Coast Championships,
which are hosted at Georgia Tech.
You are invited and encouraged to participate in swimming
practice. Join them on Facebook, OrgSync, or email by at
spsuswimming@gmail.com for more information. Support
Hornet Swimming! All swim meets are free to enter, and the
team would love to have your support!

Features
continued from page 4
Twins
twins”
(Anahad
O’Connor).
Twin Gene-“The Claim: Twins
Always Skip a Generation” also
gives a scientific look at this claim.
According to Anahad O’Connor,
“Scientists have known for some time
that there is a gene that can predispose
women to hyperovulation, or
releasing two or more eggs in a single
menstrual cycle. When both eggs are
fertilized, the resulting siblings are
fraternal twins. Because this gene
can be passed on, the tendency to
have fraternal twins can in fact run
in families. Identical twins, on the
other hand, result from one fertilized
egg randomly splitting in two,
creating two siblings with identical
DNA. Because there is no known
gene that influences this process, it is
considered a mere coincidence when
one extended family has multiple sets
of identical twins.”
Arguing every year about which
name will appear first on the birthday
cake may sound less than appealing,
but I’ll testify that being a twin can
be a very unique and meaningful
experience. Each twin relationship
has its own differences, similarities,
quirks, and sometimes telepathy. But
the one thing that is certain is that
twins share a special bond that starts
in the womb and continues for the
rest of their lives.
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My Car Story, Part I

The Oldsmobile that couldn’t
By Alexander Hartel

They say that food brings people together. Was it Emeril who
first said that? Actually, I’m sure people have been uttering that
aphorism since ancient times. Perhaps it was first said by some
Roman chef, as he concocted his latest batch of Caesar salad. (OK,
pardon the pun.) Yet there is another topic that, in this country,
brings almost as many people together as food does. That topic is
cars. Think of what I say next time you battle traffic on GA 400 or
I-285. Everybody sitting in that traffic jam has something in common – each person has had, for better or worse, some interaction
with a car. You know, there is something ironic about cars. Isn’t it
interesting that we value them above almost all our other material
possessions, and yet they cause some of the biggest headaches we
will ever experience?
Speaking of headaches, I have certainly had my share of mine.
My first car got destroyed in an accident on GA 400 this past November. Thankfully, nobody got hurt except the car. What kind
of car was it, you ask? Well, before the accident, it was a 1998
Oldsmobile Regency. Afterwards, it was … it’s kind of hard to say.
In the end, though, things worked out for the best, because I was
able to find a much nicer car about six weeks later. But I’m getting
ahead of myself. Let me first tell you about that Oldsmobile.
I bought it, my first automobile, at a dealership that will remain
unnamed, for reasons that will soon become obvious. (I’m just
not that mean.) This “dealership,” if you will, was housed in what
looked like a double-wide. It had a small gravel lot with maybe
about 20 or 30 cars. (Of course, I wouldn’t doubt that some of
them were just mannequins.) I was only 19 at the time, so I didn’t
have a lot of money to spend. I was mainly just looking for the
lowest price I could find. When I found out that the guys at this …
place … were willing to sell me a 1998 Oldsmobile Regency- with
only about 50,000 miles on it – for less than $4,000, I thought I was

Deteriorating Love

getting a great bargain. It seemed to have every feature
I could ever ask for in a car: four wheels, four tires, an
engine, a trunk – you name it - a real nice classic luxury
auto. But, since I was a shrewd bargainer, I asked them
to knock $300 off the price, because it did need a new
paint job.
In the two-and-a-half years that I owned this car,
just about everything imaginable happened to it – except for the good things. First, I noticed that the brakes
squeaked something awful. I had to get those repaired.
At around the same time, I realized that the air conditioning only worked if you wanted the interior of the
car to be about the same temperature as the exterior. So
I had to get the A/C system recharged. Then, one day, I
discovered that I couldn’t close the trunk. My dad and
I tied it down with bungee cords as best we could, but
it would still bang around as I was driving. I suppose it
must have finally banged itself back into place, because
sometime later, the trunk closed by itself and managed
to stay shut. You think this car sounds terrible? I’m not
finished.
One day, I sat down in the driver’s seat, preparing to
pull the car out of the driveway. Then I realized that I
couldn’t see out the rear window. (Yes, it did have a rear
window.) I also felt something soft on top of my head.
It was then that I discovered another unique feature of
my classy car: retractable headliner! It had the ability to
collapse on top of you and block your view of the rear
window – in case you were interested in an adventurous
driving experience. If, for whatever reason, you wanted
to put the headliner back in its place along the top of the
car’s interior, all you had to do was get out some tape …
no, glue … no, a heavy-duty staple gun … and just affix
it to the ceiling! Amazing.
(To be continued next issue)

By Randy Brown, Jr.
We all proclaim riches and passion,
indulging in our craft as if it were the only thing to do.
Child's Play
Ignoring our extensions.
By Randy Brown, Jr.
Example: chaotic youths.
At last you’ve arrived and found that you have deprived
Our truths dried up on canvas’ textures of lectures from society’s
yourself of tranquility, dignity, and the ability to choose.
glorified professors.
Clinging on for the ride as if there was something to prove,
It’s time to call the Doctor.
only to clench your broken jaw from the strikes of emotional hooves. Laughing dissolves to something softer.
All too reliant on forcing their hand.
Perfection we yearn for,
All cards in, provoking them to move.
but for money or rank?
Happiness is found within.
Either you’re blessed and love it or love it and are average;
It will never be given.
otherwise you’ll reach the top and they’ll only know you by appellation.
It will never be kept in that someone which you
Blame it on the ones that worshiped you and never studied you,
hope to hop to for feelings of virtue.
never understood the work that’s within the frame.
Reaching for their intestines: Reality
Your perfection, your fame is starting to look the same.
Honesty is mobility,
In the end you’re just a number in the form of a name.
because you’re obviously stuck.
You thirsted for relevance only to become the opposite;
We all pray for the dream until we run out of luck.
irrelevant, inappropriate, insignificant,
Blessings, smiles, health, love; they’re all the same.
foreign to the craft that you fell out of love with for
It’s that person you look for
acclamations, recognition, and certificates.
except you call them by name.
Valentine’s Day do and don’t list for men
By Randy Brown Jr.
Do: buy her a gift.
Don’t: buy her a ring as an anniversary or holiday present. Unless you
plan on explaining to her that you were not implying marriage…as
she’s dialing her mom’s number with excitement.
Do: consider roses.
Don’t: ignore the ‘Do’ from above. You don’t know her dress size and
buying a size too big will be detrimental to your existence. Good luck
trying to explain to her that she’s not overweight.
Do: write her a poem.
Don’t: copy it from your favorite love song. You love her - but you’ll
never do it like Barry White can.
Do: cook for her.
Don’t: cook something that you’ve never made before. You’ll ruin the
mood drowning the meal with salt (she’ll never ask for the recipe).
Do: take her out for drinks.
Don’t: take her to the same bar that your ex-girlfriend works. That’s just
not gentleman like
(now that I think about it neither is taking her out to a bar on Valentine’s Day)
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My American dream
By Xingze Dong

Arriving August 8th, 2011 in the United States of America, I
have learned and experienced a lot. Looking back over the past
six months, I find that my experiences have been like pearls
connected by a thread and have delivered me to my American
dream. Each experience has linked my past with my present and
my future.
Before I left China, I worked on a project to discover the
identity of the Chinese dream. Interviewing foreigners who
lived in Changchun in search of their Chinese dream, I saw how
their actions mirrored my desire to experience the American
dream. All of us value the warmth of family and understand the
strong ambition to pursue our dreams. We left our homelands
seeking more opportunity and have learned how to take care of
ourselves and be independent without our family and friends.
Before leaving China, I met an American named Kuba. He and
I became good friends as we studied together. I helped him buy
a computer, deal with bank card issues, meet new friends, and
overcome many language obstacles. Sharing his experiences as
he learned about a new culture, he gave me an opportunity to
imagine how my life would be in the USA. Strange as it may
seem, my life is exactly how I imagined it would be.

This t- shirt may seem familiar and ordinary to SPSU students,
but for me, it represents my life in America. Getting it from a
concert at SPSU, I realized how much it represents my life in
America and how my life has become a concert – I’ve been
able to step on the stage of my American life and take in all the
sights and sounds that have formed my memories of a lifetime.
I have learned quickly to find my place and to adapt my lifestyle
to live and learn the life of an American student. I learned how
to prepare food, make new friends, and adapt to the American
culture. I suddenly found myself checking to see if my mom was
on QQ or MSN (instant messaging) when I woke up. With all my
new experiences - studying is still the most important mission of
my visit. Dr. Batson has been a tremendous influence. He taught
me the importance of really experiencing the American culture
so that I would gain the most from my American experience.
He spoke frankly about not hanging out with Chinese students
to stay comfortable, but how important stretching outside my
comfort to make American friends would be. He reminded me
that I am here to learn English, not Cantonese. He created a
turning point that has enhanced my American experience.
In the commencement address given at Stanford in June of
2005, Steve Jobs said, “Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living
someone else’s life. Don’t be trapped by dogma — which is living
with the results of other people’s thinking. Don’t let the noise of

Livin’ the WGHR life
By Yexi (Melon) Zhang

“Put the headphones on, and tell me your favorite song.” That was my first impression of the SPSU student DJs on WGHR’s Green Hornet Radio on. With a pair
of headphones comfortably hooked up, hands skillfully reaching between turntables and mixers, eyes occasionally focusing on the computer screen, and body
swinging slightly back and forth with the melody, the student disc jockeys get their
voices heard over the campus sound system and on the World Wide Web. This is
the typical scene of how they work every day, and the working atmosphere is usually dusky, so they are described as “Night Angels of Music”.
As interesting as the nickname sounds, being a “student disc jockey” is becoming part of the mysteriously popular subculture. Most of the students polled expressed their interests in DJing, but few of them had aspirations of becoming one
due to lack of talent and skills in music. Is that the case?
To know the subculture better, I recently became involved in the work and life
of the WGHR student disk jockeys, and interviewed eight WGHR hosts, and two
student DJs. The interview questions changed slightly as my research penetrated
into the subculture, but they mainly focused on five questions: What were the
initial pushes for students to begin DJing? How do students DJs hold events? How
do they feel about music? What do they do outside of the DJ scene? What role will
DJing play in their future?
Each WGHR DJ seemed to have schoolwork and part time jobs out of the DJ
scene. I wondered how could they spend so much time (6-12 hours a week) DJing?
Are they in it to earn extra bucks?
Actually, they’re not! DJ CJ, one of the managers in WGHR, told me that they
are working as a non-profit organization, and the love of music and communication bring most of student disc jockeys to the station.
Apart from the love of music and eagerness to communicate, some DJs came
with other expectations such as opportunities of social network and informal internship. For example, DJ Jay (Christopher Milam, an SPSU student majoring in
Game Design) said that he hangs out a lot atWGHR. It’s created a great network
of friends for him.
“Just as you see,” DJ Dana said, turning to me with a pair of headphones around
his neck, and legs comfortably crossed on the sofa in the WGHR living room, “we
play music and hang out here a lot to chill out from the busy study and work.”
DJ, That Guy, (Joseph Athens, a junior from the Philippines) mentioned that
playing songs that nobody likes in a public forum is his initial push. That surprised
me a little, so I followed with the question of his favorite song. “Rebecca Black’s
Friday.” he blurted out. However, DJ CJ joked, “That should be his normal answer
because That Guy is not a normal DJ!”
The DJ systems are excessively expensive for an individual student to afford. The
broadcast machine in WGHR was broken when I started interviewing them two
weeks ago, and CJ told me that they need twenty thousand to fix it.
As DJ Megan and DJ Pixel8 (a thirty year old DJ who came back to school to
learn visual art) mentioned, they first started DJing with help or introduction from
their DJ friends. DJ Megan (Megan Clark, a Biology major sophomore at SPSU)
told me that she was classmate with Eric, Manager of WGHR, in a major course,
and came to WGHR by his invitation.
DJs need to have good skills of both mixing music and interacting with audiences. Most find it to be fun work. Student DJs are not paid, so what do they do out it?
Since DJing is an important part in their lives, I wonder how they will feel about
in five years. Will they become professional DJs? The DJs expressed a strong desire
to DJ either WGHR or elsewhere.
Being a Disc Jockey is unique because it gets your voice heard, relaxes you to the
music, and allows you to interact with others.
Thanks to Joseph Athens, Dana Brown, Martynas Bruzikas, Megan Clark, Catherine Janee’ Brown, Tehquin Lee, Christopher Milam, Don Story, and Joshua Vaughn
for their time and insight.

others’ opinions drown out
your own inner voice. And
most important [sic], have
the courage to follow your
heart and intuition. They
somehow already know what
you truly want to become.
Everything else is secondary.”
So, here I am, learning who
I am, and looking forward to
who I will become.

SPSU - a Chinese student’s
home away from home
By Yingdongjin Fang

As a transferred Chinese student studying at SPSU, I’m here for a dual degree
from my Chinese University and SPSU. I arrived in the United States in August
2011, almost six months ago. The first few months being away from home – very
far from home - were quite difficult. My feelings have varied from excited and
curious to exhausted and homesick since then.
Although I felt very excited about being in America, I also faced challenges
that I had never thought about before. I never considered that having classes
with American students would make me nervous. When I looked around
the classroom and noticed that I was the only Chinese student in the class, a
sense of panic overwhelmed my heart. It bothered me that I couldn’t always
understand the questions and discussions that the American students brought to
class. Sometimes, I felt awkward because I had trouble with people’s names and
struggled to recognize faces. Being from a high-context culture, I lost valuable
time not realizing that Americans prefer to communicate more directly and
concisely; that they are just straight forward, not trying to offend or criticize me.
My “most homesick time” was at the end of last semester. It wasn’t that I wanted
to see my parents face to face; I just missed all that is comfortable with “home.” I
didn’t tell my parents that I was homesick so that they wouldn’tworry about me.
Traveling to New York City over the winter break and waiting for the train at the
station, my mind flashed back to a time in China when I was running late for
school. I remembered how I anxiously waited for the next train, and hoped that
the train could take me away from the crowd of people. Being uncomfortable has
helped me grow and stretch my comfort – always.
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Career fair myths exposed
By Christi L. Pichon

Employer & Career Relations Coordinator,
Career Services
Southern Polytechnic State University
As a former recruiter now working on “the other side” in a
career center, I often hear many misconceptions from students.
With the February 29th Spring Expo fast approaching, there is
no time like the present to set the report straight.
Myth #1: “No one gets hired from a career fair.”
FALSE! That could not be more untrue! Recruiters love
attending career fairs for the chance to meet students face-to face
and connect with them. It is this chance at a personal connection
which will increase your odds of finding a job! You are no longer
just a name on a resume, but an actual person the recruiter will
remember when they are back in the office shifting through
piles of applicants! Be patient, a company could hold on to your
resume and contact you down the road. Though, one good way
to increase a call back is for you to follow up with the employer
after the fair to let them know you enjoyed meeting them and are
very interested in their company. Going to the fair is important
because it plants the seed! True, no one walks away from a fair
with a job offer, but this is the first step to getting hired!
Myth #2: “I can just show up and expect to find a job.”
FALSE! No one comes to a career fair and walks away with
an offer of employment, but it is the start of the hiring process.
However, if you think you are going to just show up to a career
fair, without having done any research on the companies,
without a clean, edited resume, and with no thought put into
your professional attire, then you will probably not see the
results you desire from attending. To truly “work” the career
fair as we say, you really need to put some work and effort into
attending.
The Keys to Career Fair Success:
-Log into Career Link or come by the Career &
Counseling Office in the terrace level of the student center
and obtain a list of companies attending the fair. Research the
companies that relate to your major so you have something
knowledgeable to say about the company to the recruiter—this
REALLY impresses them and helps you stand out!
-Have the career office critique your resume before the fair. We
have walk-in hours each week where you may come in without
an appointment and have us help you!
-Put together a business professional outfit to wear. Please see
our office if you are unable to afford a business suit, we can assist
you in that matter.
Myth #3: “Career fairs are just for seniors or people graduating.”
Absolutely FALSE! In a down economy one should begin
the job search 12 to 18 months out from graduation. Waiting
until your senior year to job search can often times be too late.
Attending the on-campus fairs each year is a great way to start
meeting and networking with companies that interest you.
While you may not graduate for a year, XYZ Company might
be planning a year out for hiring and call you in for an interview
because they remember the great impression they had when they
met you at the SPSU fair. Not only should you be attending the
career fair to express interest in full time jobs, but companies are
also attending to find intern and co-op candidates.
We hope to see you at the Spring Expo, February 29th 12 p.m.
to 4 p.m., at the Recreation and Wellness Center!

International Program
Study Abroad - Chile

(Three semester hours credit)
The International Program development director, Raj
Sashti is excited about the opportunity for SPSU students to
participate in a seminar on business, society and culture in
Chile. Unlike a language program, students will experience
on-site cultural interaction through academic lectures and
field visits around Santiago, Valparaiso and LaSerena, Chile.
The activities will be directed by experts and scholars affiliated
with the universities, corporations, cultural organizations, and
governmental agencies. Students will have an opportunity to
engage in a series of dialogue with Chilean and American
educators, business leaders and U.S. government officials.
This 15-day program (May 6th - 20th) is open to all students
and will cost $2,500 per person (includes roundtrip air travel)
plus the SPSU tuition costs for the three semester hour course.
Contact Raj Sashti by phone 678-915-3266 or
at rsashti@spsu.edu as soon as possible. A $300 deposit is
required no later than March 15, 2012.

Free for everyone 11 a.m. – 12:00 p.m.
Q-202 Auditorium – Engineering Technology Center
Date
Tuesday – February 28th		
Tuesday – March 13th		
Tuesday – March 20th		
Tuesday – March 27th		
Tuesday – April 3rd		
Tuesday – April 10th		
Tuesday – April 17th		
Tuesday – April 24th		

Theme
Space		
Fixed Wing
Space		
Fixed Wing
Space		
Space		
Space		
Space		

Documentary Title
From the earth to the moon
Extreme Airshow
Destiny in space
Global military power
The future of space travel
Base camp moon
Dream is alive
The Shuttle

Come enjoy some art!
By Jay Mehdee

Have you ever been called an artiste? Are you a frequent patron of the High Museum of Art Atlanta? If so, then you should join the SPSU Arts Appreciation Society! We have all kinds of Atlanta
and Marietta art events lined up for the near future, at discounted prices for all members who have
paid dues. The SPSU AAS takes group trips to comedy clubs, creative festivals, art galleries...you
name it! If it’s an artistic event and it’s in Atlanta or Marietta, chances are the Arts Appreciation
Society is going there soon! Join other SPSU students in enjoying Picasso, Shakespeare, and other
fine artists. Meetings are every other Thursday at noon in room J307 in the Atrium building. If you
would like to know more, please contact them at notw211@yahoo.com.

Turn out the light
by Toby Pope

Have you heard of the bystander effect? I think of it as
a psychological phenomenon
where people that experience a
horrible occurrence, say someone getting stabbed, do absolutely nothing to help the person. If you just thought “what
the hell” you’re not alone. But
unfortunately, I’m not making
this up.
So let’s say you get shot,
stabbed, bit by a vampire,
etc. The more people that are
around, the safer you would
be, right?
Wrong. Numerous studies
into the bystander effect have
come to the conclusion that
you’re actually safer with fewer people, because the social
expectation is higher on the
individual to act in that situation, as opposed to the crowd.
For example, in one case study,
a large man and a young girl
were put into public. The child
was screaming things like

“you’re not my daddy” and
generally just trying to get
away from the man. The people walking by did not intervene. This went on for several
hours. (Eventually two young
black teenagers did intervene,
and they were the only ones, if
you were curious.)
So why am I telling you
about this? I think that we’re
all bystanders for the world
and the environment. Bystanders watching the world’s
destruction because we don’t
want to take responsibility.
I’m not talking about taking
responsibility for the big stuff.
I’m talking about the social expectations and responsibilities
that exist, or don’t exist, for us
as individuals.
How many of us walk out of
the bathroom and don’t turn
off the light? How many of us
will pass by an injustice simply because it “isn’t your job”
to deal with it? Whether it’s a

bottle lying on the ground, or
it’s a person being stabbed in
the middle of the street, it isn’t
your job, so let’s ignore it.
But hey, let’s start small. I’m
not saying that you should
save the world tomorrow, or
stop a bullet intended for the
President. Instead, let’s do
something that we can all do:
turn out the light when you
leave the room.
Here at Southern Poly, a lot
of people tend to leave without turning out the lights. I
know, because I come back
behind you and clean up
when I’m here at the school
late at night. Some seem to
think that it doesn’t matter, that it’s not their money.
But it is. The funds could go
to better causes and slow the
increase of tuition. It’s good
for the environment and how
hard is it to turn off a light
switch?
I take responsibility. You
can take responsibility too. It
doesn’t take much, I promise.
Just turn out the lights.

The Sting
Write and get paid!

$

Articles for the next edition (March 19th)
are due
February 28th
Check out our website for more information:
http://spsu.edu/thesting/write
Read how to get paid and to submit online.
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A one-stop career shop?
By Victoria Allen

SPRING CAREER EXPO
Full-time positions • Internships • Co-ops

Meet with employers from various industries recruiting for ALL majors
Open to ALL current undergraduates, graduates and SPSU alumni

BRING PLENTY OF RESUMES
For a list of participating companies, login to CAREER LINK,
click on Career Events, Career Fair and Search

Wednesday

February 29th, 2012
12:00 pm to 4:00 pm

NO SNEAKERS, JEANS OR
T-SHIRTS ALLOWED!!

Career & Counseling Center

Now I think I have heard it all. A
one-stop career shopping advertises
their service as a one-stop career shop.
The title implies that it provides everything a job seeker needs on one site, at
one time. What are the odds of someone finding everything they need to
know about finding a job on one site?
Providing everything from employment choices, education and training
resources, resume and interview tips,
salary details, disaster recovery services and military transition resources, it
boasts itself as a one-stop shop.
I came across this site while looking
for good job search resources. After
looking through the options, I clicked
on the job search link to see what
type of jobs it would take me to and
I was surprised at some. Under the
“Find Jobs” heading, it provided four
main options. I was allowed to choose
from the State Job Banks, Private Sector Job Sites, Government-Sponsored
Job Sites, and Recruiting & Staffing
Services. Clicking each link, I noticed
that each page had a different source
of information. Three of the sites took
me straight to the different types of job
site links, while one other link took
me to a page with a brief explanation
of its services and it had a small link
off to the side.
I found resources for jobs in fields
such as information technology, engineering, journalism, graphic design
and many more. Some of the links
provided salary range, city, state, and
pay grade selections. Most of these
links are connected to government or
state organizations. You can do your
own searches and gain access to these
resources at http://www.careeronestop.org.
Find your new path to a successful
career--happy career hunting!

